
OPUS™ SALP Replacer Acidulants 
The OPUS™ SALP Replacers have been 
developed using specific blends of leavening acids 
to provide a highly functional replacement for 
sodium aluminium phosphate (SALP). By analysing 
and fully understanding the end product 
characteristics when using SALP, we have 
developed alternatives that provide the same end 
product quality but without the aluminium content.

Whether you are making sponges, scones or  
tortillas our OPUS™ SALP Replacers provide bakers 
with a functional alternative that maintains end  
product quality.

ALUMINIUM REDUCTION
Research linking aluminium consumption to Alzheimer’s disease led to 
a change in European legislation in 2014, leading to the elimination of 
SALP in the majority of baked goods. As more countries look to take 
a similar stance, bakers can now pro-actively reduce their aluminium 
content and stay ahead of industry trends by using OPUS™ SALP 
Replacers, which are already used successfully across the world.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS  
OF USING OPUS™ SALP 
REPLACER 

✓ Gives a tender crumb with
a fine cell structure and no
grittiness

✓ Ensures resilience and
maintains end product
handling characteristics

✓ Maximises end product
volume by mimicking the
reaction profile of SALP

✓ Imparts a neutral flavour profile
in all baked goods

✓ Consistent and reliable raw
materials guarantee the utmost
quality in your products

✓ Technical support and training
is available to all our customers



REACTION RATE GRAPH

Sodium Bicarbonate KODA™ Potassium Bicarbonate

OPUS™ SALP Replacer Acidulant 50 60

OPUS™ SALP Replacer SLOW Acidulant 54 64

NEUTRALISING VALUES

OPUS™ SALP Replacer Acidulants 
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TEST BAKERY AND LABORATORY

All of our products are backed by unrivalled technical support; expertise that is refined in our purpose built laboratory 
and test bakery. From ingredient rationalisation and recipe reformulation, to process alteration and improvement, our 
team of chemists and bakery experts are on hand to assist you.

Neutralising value is the number of grams of bicarbonate neutralised by 100 grams of acid.

Creating a successful alternative for SALP wasn’t just a case of matching the reaction rate. SALP is known to give a fine, yet 
resilient crumb structure; with our chemists and bakers working closely together we developed leavening agents that mimic 
the end product characteristics of SALP.

PRODUCT QUALITY:

All the ingredients used in 
the production of our 
OPUS™ SALP Replacers 
meet FCC and EU purity 
criteria. Made at our 
Grade AA BRC accredited 
manufacturing plant in the 
UK, we can guarantee the 
quality and consistency of 
our products.
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